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ABSTRACT
A novel readout circuit architecture for multi-level phase-change memory (PCM) that is designed especially for drift
resilience is presented in this paper. Drift resilience is achieved by extracting a voltage-based cell-state metric with
built-in drift robustness rather than the usual cell-state metric, i.e., the low bias resistance. In addition, by exploiting
the nonlinear sub-threshold I–V characteristics of PCM cells, the readout circuitry promises to increase the
distinguishable signal range, as is required for multi-level cell (MLC) operation, which makes this architecture
attractive for future multi-level (> 2b/cell) PCM applications. The proposed circuitry is designed and simulated in a
90-nm CMOS technology. The achieved read access time is at 500 ns at 7 bit raw resolution. The readout circuit and
the programming electronics is co-integrated with a 2M PCM cell array. The architecture is experimentally validated
on a hardware emulation platform built around an existing PCM memory chip.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent developments have shown that one can attain a higher density PCM by writing multiple resistance levels,
corresponding to mixtures of amorphous and crystalline phases in the active material. Traditionally, the cell state is
read out by biasing the cell at constant voltage, which is low enough to avoid threshold switching (Cell
reprogramming), and measuring the current flowing through the cell in order to estimate the resistance of the cell. The
main drawback of this approach is the low-field resistance which saturates at high programming voltages and is also
subject to drift. The first shortcoming is evident from the I–V characteristics (see the inset of Fig.1b), where for lower
bias voltages, the higher resistive levels have low contrast between them. In addition, as the resistance saturates at
higher programming voltages, this limits the ability to store levels at this range.
Thus, there is a need to explore other cell-state metrics, which are a better measure of the programmed entity in PCM,
i.e., the amorphous phase thickness, and are potentially robust to drift. It has been shown recently that a new family of
metrics, which measure the time required for the cell current to reach a certain current threshold when driven with a
voltage ramp, look promising, as they are more immune to resistance drift and have a large signal range [1].
2. EXPERIMENTS
Biasing a PCM cell in an array directly with a read current (in the few-µA range) is the most direct approach for
extracting such a cell-state metric (Fig.1a). However, such a “brute-force” approach suffers from a speed penalty due
to the large parasitic capacitance (~5 pF) associated with the bit line (BL). Fig. 1b, for example, shows the measured
BL waveform when the PCM cell, close to RESET, is biased with a 2-µA read current. In this typical case, the BL
voltage takes several microseconds before settling.
The main idea behind the proposed architecture (Fig. 2a) is to have a binary search in the voltage domain for a
specific number of iterations and to alter the bias voltage (BL voltage) of the cell in every iteration. The search loop
(Fig. 2b) converges to a desired voltage-based metric, representing the current state of the cell. Despite the number of
iterations required, this approach is still faster than the direct cell current biasing approach. The other interesting
advantage is that there is no need for an explicit analog-to-digital converter to digitize the cell metric readout as the
search loop implicitly performs digitization.
The readout circuitry is implemented as an analog and mixed-signal design in IBM CMOS 90-nm baseline
technology. The most critical building block is the fast voltage regulator, with fast settling time, to pull the BL voltage
and to settle the cell current. The proposed circuitry can be used as a read-out circuitry for any resistive memory cell
technology, not necessarily only for PCM.
3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
A top-level schematic of the 90-nm CMOS PCM memory chip including the new readout circuitry is depicted in Fig.
4. To experimentally evaluate the concept proposed here prior to availability of the designed chip, we used an existing
256-Mcell PCM memory chip [2] which is highly configurable. Together with FPGA (see Fig. 5a), one can emulate
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the readout circuit architecture proposed here, albeit at much lower speed. In the PCM memory chip, there is no
explicit fast voltage DAC that can drive the read-out voltage regulator. On the contrary, the read-out voltage is set by
a trimmable DC voltage reference. Given this speed bottleneck in the loop, the overall search loop will be
correspondingly slow. Despite this limitation, the platform can still extract a voltage-based metric, say, the voltage at
which the cell current is 2 µA. Fig. 5b shows the captured BL voltage waveform during a typical binary search loop.
Note that in the figure the long dead times required for trimming the DC reference have been cut off, leaving only the
actual readout steps. This is similar to the situation in the proposed chip, where the readout voltage will be driven by a
fast DAC (settling time ~ 10 ns). Fig. 5c is a scatter plot obtained by plotting this voltage metric as a function of the
low bias cell resistance (for 32 cells, all swept across their programming range). Note that the y-axis is heavily
quantized because of the 4b trimming available for the readout DC reference. Again, this limitation will be alleviated
in the actual chip implementation by using a much higher resolution DAC (8b instead of 4b). The achieved
specifications is summarized in Table 1.
4. CONCLUSION
The read-out circuit architecture presented here includes the features required to demonstrate multi-bit PCM operation
at the performance required by future memory applications. It provides a way to explore the drift-resilient cell-state
metric to understand and tackle the phenomenon of resistance drift, so that more intermediate levels can be stored into
a single cell.
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